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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with generalized approach to the reciprocating piston compressor driven by oscillating electrical motor and possibilities of development of new structures of the device. The current term.linear compressor, ipso facto, restricts the considered devices only with a linear motion of the piston. Therefore the more general term. oscillating motor-compressors is used in the paper, in which the samples of the considered devices are analyzed. The structure of lately created innovative free-swinging pistons compressor driven by oscillating rotating electrical motor is presented in the paper. The proposed compressor has many advantages to compare with the traditional devices: compactness, reduced frictional losses, reduced wear of the pistons and cylinder surfaces, full balanced mechanical system without vibration of the frame, optimal magnetic circuit of the oscillating rotating electrical motor, etc. In this way the expedience of the generalized conception is demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The piston compressors driven by an oscillating electrical motor are well known. In this instance the compressor is a free-piston compressor, because the piston is connected directly with the movable part of oscillating motor without transformer of movement and without mechanical means limiting piston stroke. Consequently, the direct drive principle is realized in such device, because the properties of mechanical movement of the motor coincide with ones of the driving mechanism. In this way, structure of the device becomes simpler, cheaper, and mechanical losses are reduced.

The considered generalized conception, first of all, is related to classification of electrical machines according to peculiarities of movement, when the temporal and spatial properties of movement are treated as mutually independent (Kudarauskas, 2004). Studying compressors drives, electrical machines with periodical motion (that is, the oscillating electrical machines) must be pointed out. Thus, a specific temporal property of movement (the periodicity) identifies such machines; meanwhile the spatial property of movement (a trajectory) could be various.

A linear motion of the piston is used in contemporary conventional reciprocating piston compressors. Of course, the oscillating linear electrical motor is most suitable for such compressor drive. That is why, the term linear
compressor is used most frequently, taking into account that all moving bodies of such device move according to linear trajectory. But on the other hand, piston compressors driven by oscillating electrical motor with other trajectory are known too. That is why, the term linear compressor is not general for all such devices. Thus, further we will use the term oscillating motor-compressor as more adequate to the generalized conception of the considered devices (Kudarauskas and Senulis, 2003).

The further presentation in the paper of the lately created innovative oscillating motor-compressor illustrates validity of the generalized approach to the considered devices.

2. EXISTING OSCILLATING MOTOR-COMPRESSORS

In fact, actually we could mark the century of the oscillating motor-compressor, because Paul Boucheraut in France had tested the first compressor driven by oscillating electrical motor in the beginning of 20th century. In 1908, he had described these tests: "I have installed small pomp with a big air flow and low pressure beside to apparatus and actuated it. Unfortunately, I don’t have its photo... The air flow was commanded at choice acting the voltage or current. It was a simple experiment and I had not prolonged both the realization and measurement" (Boucherot, 1908). This experiment was accomplished with the oscillating synchronous excited motor that used complex trajectory of the movable part depending of its elastic deformation.

Up to now, the oscillating motor-compressors are created for different application, especially for refrigerating, air conditioning equipment, for medical and health care equipment etc. This process notably intensifies of late years.

2.1 Movement trajectories in oscillating motor-compressors

As it was pointed out in the introduction, linear movement of the piston, as well as of the oscillating motor’s movable part is used in majority of oscillating motor-compressors. As an instance, the structure of such device is shown in Figure 1 (Takahashi, 1976). Here we can see the single-sided piston compressor, driven by oscillating linear synchronous pulsating current motor. This simplest motor is asymmetrical having one winding with unidirectional current pulses.

![Figure 1: Compressor driven by oscillating linear electrical motor and electrical circuit; 1 – stator’s core, 2 – winding, 3 – movable part, 4 – spring, 5 – cylinder, 6 – piston](image)

There were proposed different variants of oscillating rotary motors to drive corresponding compressor. Chausson Inc. (France) created some variants of such oscillating motor-compressors during the period of 1955-66. The sample of such device is shown in Figure 2 (Chausson, 1961). Here the oscillating rotating synchronous exited motor is used. The exciting permanent magnets are arranged in the rotor. The working chambre of this single-sided piston compressor has a form of sector of torus ("crooked cylinder").
We can find the device of Chausson Inc. with complex trajectory too. In Figure 3 such oscillating motor-compressor is depicted (Perrone, 1958). Deformation of the planar spring determines complexity of the trajectory. The planar suspending spring also plays role of the movable part guides. The working chamber of the compressor has form of the "crooked cylinder" too. In both these compressors of Chausson Inc. the elastic rubber pistons are used. Such piston plays role of the suction valve.

The contemporary oscillating motor-compressors, pumps, as a rule, are designed as devices of linear motion. As an example, the vacuum pump of MEDO USA Inc. (see: www.Medousa.com) is shown in Figure 4. By the look of device, we can state that there is single-sided pump (or corresponding compressor) driven by simplest oscillating linear electrical motor. The structure of such device is surely similar as one presented in Figure 1.
More complex structures of oscillating motor-compressor also are used. A doubling of the simplest structures can balance mechanical system of the device if two pistons oscillate in opposite direction. In this way, vibrations of the frame could be avoided. As an example, such device of Sunpower Inc. is presented in Figure 4 (Unger and Novotny, 2002). Here we can see two single-sided compressors arranged in opposite with common working chamber. Two analogous oscillating linear synchronous excited motors of cylindrical structure and with permanent magnets in the movable part are used. Each movable part of the device is connected with the packet of spiral shape planar springs, but the cylinder-piston sets (using the gas bearing technology) are applied as guides of the movable parts.

Interesting oscillating electrical machines were created by John Corey (USA) – so called STAR machines (Corey and Yarr, 1992). Actually such motors/alternators are produced by Qdrive Inc., that is, the oscillating electrical machine is manufactured as independent unit, but it can be applied with different piston devices (compressors, engines etc.). The sample of such machine is shown in Figure 6 (STAR motor/alternator 1S132M/A; see: www.qdrive.com). That is oscillating linear synchronous excited machine. Exciting permanent magnets are arranged in the star-shape movable part. The flexible suspension of the movable part is applied as guides of the mover. Two packages of the permanent magnets are displaced in longitudinal direction, and they engender a spring effect. Usage of such twin machines operating in opposition directions form well-balanced mechanical system and enables to avoid vibration of the frame (Corey et al., 2004).
Figure 6: STAR motor/alternator of Qdrive Inc. (view with the piston)

Of course, there are used other variants of structure of the oscillating motor-compressors, but here only the prevalent designs are presented.

### 2.2 Problems of existing devices

Presented in the previous section short view of the existing oscillating motor-compressors enables to state some typical problems of these devices.

First of all, the problem of spring arises in many cases, especially if the single-sided compressor is used. A mechanical spring must balance kinetic energy of moving bodies, must balance continuous component of loading force of the single-sided compressor, can stabilize oscillation center. Unfortunately, the mechanical spring complicates the device and decreased its reliability. As we can see, various springs are used in the devices of Figures 1-5. Only in the machine of Figure 6 the magnetic spring is used instead mechanical one. However, in such structure the permanent magnets are utilized only partial.

On the other hand, it is possible to create springless oscillating motor-compressor (Kudarauskas et al., 2005). In this end, as a rule, the double-sided compressor must be used. In principle, the compressor itself (that is, the compressed gas) can balance kinetic energy of the moving bodies. Thus, the idle space of such compressor could be useful. The principles of compatibility of parameters of different systems of the considered device we are formed on a basis of generalized theory of the oscillating electrical machines (Kudarauskas, 2004).

In all unbalanced mechanical systems (Figures 1-4), the problem of vibration of the frame exists. In such cases, the special suspension in the shell must be used (Figures 2-3), or the damping support must be applied, as it is visible in Figure 4. Consequently, the balanced mechanical system (e.g. Figure 5) is preferable to the unbalanced one.

Guides of the linear motion also present some problems due to increased friction losses to compare with losses in the rotation bearings. From this standpoint, the oscillating rotating electrical machines can be advantaged in comparison with linear ones. Thus, the oscillating rotating motor-compressor of Figure 2 should be expedient by its rotating guides. However, non-workability of the torus-shaped working chamber of compressor is essential imperfection of this device. So, the other form of the working chamber could be pursued.

### 3. FREE SWINGING PISTONS COMPRESSOR

Lately we have created an innovative free swinging pistons heat machine (Kudarauskas, 2005), which can be used as compressor, pump, internal or external combustion engine, expander. The non-traditional working chambers of the positive displacement heat machine with periodical motion are used in the proposed device.
3.1 Prototypes
The positive displacement compressors and other heat machines with non-traditional cylinder-piston set are known. For example, lately researchers and inventors of Brazil proposed such compressor (Kopelowicz et al., 2005). In Figure 7 the principle of structure of the working chambers of this compressor and progressive positions of the pistons (or so-called displacers) are shown. Here the pistons of right-angle cross-section rotate in the cylindrical cavity.

![Figure 7: principle of structure of the compressor with variable speed rotary pistons (displacers) and progressive positions of the pistons](image)

In spite of many advantages of the proposed compressor, the main imperfection of this device is that the variable speed of pistons is obtained by complex transformer of movement with many frictional pairs and other complications. For instance, the variable speed of pistons necessarily provokes vibrations of the device, therefore author’s assertion about low vibration is doubtful.

There are known other devices with similar rotating or swinging pistons in the cylindrical cavity, but in all these devices the corresponding movement is achieved by appropriate mechanical means.

3.2 Innovative oscillating motor-compressor
The principle of structure of the innovative free swinging pistons heat machine (compressor) is shown in Figure 8 (Kudarauskas, 2005). The free swinging pistons heat machine comprises housing with a cylindrical cavity (e.g., formed by cylindrical ring 1 and covers 2, 3) in which two analogous assemblies of pistons 4, 5 are placed. The assembly of pistons consists of cylindrical hub 6 with two or more vanes (e.g., 5’, 5”) having form of symmetrical star. The assemblies of pistons could independently pivot around axis of the housing.

When the assemblies of pistons swing in opposite directions, the variable working chambers are formed. The number of working chambers is equal to total number of vanes of both assemblies of pistons. Any external device of the heat machine (driven or driving) is connected directly to the assemblies of pistons without transformer of movement. Different variants of such interconnection are provided (by the coaxial shafts, by the rods, by flat rings or cylindrical rings, which are arranged at the ends of vanes).

Concentric arrangement of the compressor with an oscillating rotating electrical motor is provided. The electrical motor has two rotors that are directly connected with assemblies of pistons. It is to note that an oscillating rotating electrical machine can be similar to the conventional electrical machines with optimal magnetic circuit.

Operation of any variant of the heat machine is based on the rotating (swinging) oscillation in opposite directions of the assemblies of pistons, which form certain number of working chambers (four, six, eight etc., depending on the number of vanes in the assemblies of pistons) between the adjacent vanes.
Guidance of the assemblies of pistons could be realised by rotary bearings (including roller bearings) mounted in the hubs. This structure enables to avoid a friction between the swinging parts and housing, and simplifies solution of the sealing. The direct connection of external driven or driving devices without any transformer of mechanical movement also simplifies structure and reduces losses.

The free swinging pistons heat machine becomes a balanced mechanical system of three bodies, if the centres of mass of two swinging in opposite directions parties are located in the axis of rotation. Therefore operation of such machine does not provoke vibrations of the frame.

3.3 Advantages and problems of the innovative device
There are much advantages of the proposed invention compared to the known oscillating motor-compressors (especially to the so-called “linear compressors”). Namely:
- compactness – reduced volume and weight of the aggregate;
- drastically reduced frictional losses due to rotation of the movable parts (instead of linear motion) and their guidance by rotary bearings;
- reduced (or absent) wear of the pistons and cylinder (housing) surfaces, possibilities to simplify sealing and lubrication;
- balanced mechanical system, without vibration of the frame;
- advantages of the oscillating rotating electrical generator having closed magnetic circuit to compare with the oscillating linear electrical machine;
- simplicity and low cost of manufacture of the device.

At first sight, the problem of sealing of the cylinder and piston assemblies looks as very complicated. But in fact, this problem is comparable to the analogous problem of scroll, screw, rotary vane and other compressors. So, the possible solutions of this problem are known.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of existing oscillating motor-compressors and search of now structures of the device enables to conclude:
- Generalized approach to the positive displacement reciprocating compressors driven by an oscillating electrical motor consist in the treating of temporal and spatial properties of movement as mutually independent.
• There are oscillating motor-compressors with different trajectory of movement, therefore the term linear compressor does not covers all congeneric devices.
• On a basis of generalized conception of the considered devices, the innovative free swinging piston compressor is invented, which is advantaged in comparison with oscillating linear motor-compressors.
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